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A Descriptive Analysis of Learning Through the
Operation of a High School F.M. Radio Station
by Lawrence Sundberg
The development, operation and
coordination of F .M. radio station is
real learning.
.WCHW-FM was developed under
the assumption that students are willing and indeed eager to develop learning skills and growth patterns under
real situations. The F.M. facility has
been in operation for two years, and
this writer believes this original assumption is, in actuality, fact.
This article will discuss the operation of WCHW-FM, a high school 10
watt F.M. radio facility and how the
station operation affects learning
processes.
WCHW-FM facilities serve three
large high schools with studios in each
building. Studios are connected by
telephone cable. The Federal Communication Commission licensed station airs daily from 6:30 a.m. to
10:00 p.m. and is operated by a total
of 330 students enrolled in broad
casting in the three high schools. The
station is licensed to serve the community and the signal can be received
via the F .M. band within a twenty mile
radius.
The actual operation of WCHWFM is divided in five significant areas.
Detail of operation and its coordination with learning make up the body
of this article.

themselves with events occurring on
the national and state scene. They
gain self confidence and take on serious
responsibility. They increase their reading skills and improve speaking habits
and microphone voices.
News oriented students involve
themselves in "special" news programs.
The student produced programs provide the listening audience with in
depth analysis of news subjects of
local interest. WCHW-FM features
two "special" news programs.
Open to the Public is a weekly half
hour interview program which takes
a Meet the Press format. Participating
students select and interview national,
state and lo.cal figures. Guests range
from United States congressmen to
local school officials. Open to the
Public, like all WCHW-FM programming, is totally student produced.
Interview Bay City is a daily five
part informative program series dealing with subjects of local interest.
Participating students produce the fifteen minute programs dealing with
areas from the local hospitals and
libraries to public television and drug
education. Both Open to the Public
nd Interview Bay City require students to involve themselves directly
with people in the community. They
must meet with and discuss, on an
equal level, real problems in real situations. The programs permit growth in
self confidence. The programs permit
growth in communication skills.
Special Projects Programming
Students who participate in special
projects are required to develop programs from their earliest stages of
inception to final completion. The
inception-completion format is, perhaps, the most difficult phase of the

News Programming
Ten percent of WCHW-FM air
time and thirty percent of the students
time is devoted to news programming.
Five-minute national and state reports, a product of United Press International, are aired each hour of the
broadcast day. Fifty newscasts are
broadcast each week by fifty different
students. Participating students involve
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students development in broadcasting.
Students are encouraged to formulate
ideas, develop a plan of action and
carry it to successful completion.
Projects are small in the beginning.
A student's first attempt at an inception-completion project may be a one
minute actuality. After students improve their techniques, they take on
projects oflarger proportion. Advanced
students participate in major projects,
which are aired as a regular feature
on WCHW-FM.
The inception-completion formula
is the basis of all student learning
and development. Students who successfully complete the formula have a
very good base for continued success
in life!
Music Programming

Like most radio stations, WCHWFM devotes the majority of its air
time to music programming. Music
programming is a competitive area and
students can involve themselves on a
variety of levels.
The most advanced students make
up the "air personality staff'. Thirtyfive shows ranging from one to four
hours are available each week and each
"air personality" develops his own
program within the framework of the
station philosophy. He is encouraged
to develop a technique that will be
favorable to the listening audience.
The "air personality staff', in addition
to their shows, are responsible for the
training and development of future
student personnel.
Younger broadcasting students participate as "assistant air personalities".
These students are required to pull
and file records, answer the request
line (200 call per day) and assist the
air personality. The assistants gain
knowledge about available music,
about the working of the show, and
they receive direct feed from our
listening audience.
Students also have the option to
produce, write and direct short spots
dealing with music, the music industry

and artists. The music and artists reviews are regular features on WCHWFM.
Selected students called music
directors deal directly with promotion
men in the record industry. These
students promote WCHW-FM and encourage record promoters to supply
the station with products. They are
in continual contact with local record
stores and supply the entire area with
weekly air play lists.
Music directors, air personalities
and air assistants combine talents to
make WCHW-FM competitive in the
market area. It is this healthy competition that"makes the learning situation
real. Real students are airing real
music that real listeners are hearing.
The authenticity of the situation perpetuates authentic growth and development.
Sports Programming

Sports make up a significant part
of the WCHW-FM broadcast schedule
and students can and do participate
in sports programming. WCHW-FM
sports microphones follow three high
schools at home and away. Uve broadcasts of sporting events occur on a
weekly basis. Participating students
must have a working knowledge of
the sporting event and must be able to
relay the play by play action to the
listening audience. The most advanced
students broadcast varsity sporting
events live. The beginning sportscaster
announces Freshman and J.V. games
which are taped for future playback.
In addition to live sports broadcasts, students are encouraged to develop special programs in their particular sports interest area. Interested students also have the opportunity to
participate in the daily sports shows
broadcast on WCHW-FM.
The sports staff develops a working
knowledge of the sporting industry.
Students develop journalistic skills,
self confidence and peer involvement.
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Technical Development

Conclusions

Technically oriented students develop skills at an early age and are
a necessary part of any broadcast
facility. It is the function of the
technical staff to repair material, to
clean equipment, to coordinate the
technical aspects of special projects,
to, in effect, keep the station on the
air.
Even though the station curriculum
is not technical in nature there are
always students enrolled in the program who are interested in pursuing
technical aspects of broadcasting as
their lives work. These students are
given the opportunity to gain valuable
experience working with an established
first class engineer. They participate
in actual technical projects and are
continually put in "learning by doing"
situations.

The operation of actual projects in
real situations can not be duplicated
in the traditional classroom. Educational experience can and does take
place at WCHW-FM. This paper has
pointed out five areas in which students can pursue a developmental pattern to fit their own particular growth
needs, five areas in which a student
can work at his own pace to fulfill his
own commitment.

(Lawrence Sundberg is a teacher at Central
High School, Bay City.)
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